Style Line™ Vinyl Windows & Doors

Clearly the best.
Style Line™
Windows and Patio Doors by Milgard
Look Good From Every Angle.

A LIFETIME OF SATISFACTION
AND PEACE OF MIND.

We build our windows and doors to last. With the dedication to quality that we put into building the best windows in the business, it wouldn’t make sense to back them with anything but the best warranty in the business. That’s why we back every properly installed window and door for as long as the homeowner owns their home—including materials and labor. This fully transferrable warranty applies to owner-occupied multi-family dwellings as well. Our Commercial warranty provides similar outstanding coverage for business applications. It’s why you can be sure you won’t find any windows better than Milgard.
WHY MILGARD?

Milgard was started as a family business and for over 50 years it has been our goal to be the best window company in the business. Today it still is. This dedication to quality and service has made Milgard one of the largest window and door manufacturers in the country.

A commitment to innovation has made us a leader in vinyl window technology. All Milgard products are designed and thoroughly tested for performance and dependability. For example, we use only premium vinyl compounds that reduce oxidation and fading, unlike vinyls that use substandard UV inhibitors.

Why Style Line™ Series?

• Slimmer frame profile for a contemporary look and maximum view.
• Style Line Series has virtually the same glass area as the competitor’s slimline window.
• Fusion-welded frame and sash (no staples or nails).
• Milgard® SunCoat® Low-E insulating glass standard.
• Complementary patio doors to match slimmer frame profile.
• Full Lifetime Warranty to the original homeowner including parts and labor. For complete warranty details visit milgard.com.
• Milgard Positive Action Locking system (PAL) for added security, and peace of mind.
• Style Line Series gives you design flexibility with seven premium and two standard exterior colors.

NATIONAL COVERAGE. LOCAL SERVICE.

Rather than having just one or two plants nationwide, we focus our manufacturing and service facilities near our customers. We have over a dozen manufacturing and service facilities throughout the nation. That’s coverage, and it’s just one of the many ways we’re different.

Not only do you get windows that are built near you for shorter lead and delivery times, you have one of the nation’s largest window companies nearby to service your work long after you’ve completed the job.
Versatility at a Value. Style Line™ Gets the Job Done -

CHOOSE YOUR WINDOW STYLE. MIX AND MATCH TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. Windows below shown with optional grids. Check with your

PICTURE
min 1°10'
max 8°6'
Structural Class HC-40

SINGLE-HUNG
min 1°2'
max 4°6'
Structural Class LC-30
Milgard’s Style Line™ Series vinyl windows offer the low maintenance and energy efficiency of our Tuscany® and Montecito® vinyl series, but with a narrow, contemporary profile for maximum glass area. Perfect for when the view is everything, Style Line is an elegant, cost-effective solution for both replacement and new construction projects.

**REPLACEMENT APPLICATIONS**

With our Z-Bar frame, replacing older windows with new energy-efficient Milgard vinyl windows could not be easier. By using a portion of the existing window frame to secure your new window, our Z-Bar frames install quickly, creating a brand new look without costly stucco repairs.

**AVAILABLE COLORS**

Style Line gives you design flexibility with four premium and two standard exterior colors.

- **Standard Colors**
  - Features matching white or tan interiors
  - White
  - Tan

- **Premium Exterior Colors**
  - Features white interior
  - Bronze
  - Espresso
  - Chocolate
  - Taupe
  - Silver
  - Light Grey
  - Ivory

**POSITIVE ACTION LOCK (PAL)**

With its simple operation, the Milgard Positive Action Lock is window hardware you can count on to perform. Made to close and lock the window securely in one action, it eliminates any guessing. If the window is closed, it’s locked. Plus, it meets and exceeds the toughest residential forced entry codes in the nation, making your windows beautiful and safe.

**HORIZONTAL SLIDER (HALF VENT)**

- min 2'11"
- max 6'5"
- Structural Class LC-25

**RADIUS/ARCH TOP**

- min 1'9"
- max 8'6"
- Structural Class HC-40

*Not available at all locations.

local Milgard Dealer for available grid styles.
Take Style Line™ further.

There are many options available to enhance your Style Line windows beyond their standard configurations.

Energy saving options that make a noticeable difference.

All Style Line windows and patio doors can meet ENERGY STAR® qualifications and come standard with Milgard’s exclusive SunCoat® Low-E insulating glass. With an affordable upgrade to Milgard’s new 3D MAX® energy package, maximum energy performance can be achieved. To achieve the three dimensions of energy efficiency, engineers start with the highest quality vinyl, integrate the design of the window to reduce thermal transfer and then glaze the window with the best glass and warm edge spacer technology. For complete details of our window design and 3D energy packages, including our SunCoat family of glass and EdgeGard™ family of spacer technology, visit milgard.com or speak with your Milgard sales representative.

OBSCURE GLASS

To add privacy where window coverings are impractical or undesirable, we recommend obscure glass. Our obscure glass can be tempered for safety and is available in numerous styles, some of which are shown here.

PS16  RAIN  GLUE CHIP  MATELUX  NARROW REED
With the right choices in grids, you can really make your windows and doors stand out. Your Milgard sales rep can help you choose grid options to complement your home plans. Above are just a few of many possible grid configurations.

**5/8” FLAT GRID**
Our narrower profile flat grid works equally well in traditional and contemporary homes.

**1-1/16” SCULPTURED GRID**
This grid is ideal for homes with more traditional designs.

### Sliding Patio Doors

Windows are only the beginning. With Milgard patio doors, you can complete an entire job with the quality of Milgard. Our Style Line™ series patio doors are made with the same attention to detail and commitment to quality found in every Milgard product. Your home will feel like new for a long time to come.

The Tuscany Series is the most popular for its stout construction and performance, easy operation and energy efficient design. The Style Line patio door features a narrow frame that provides an excellent value and maximum glass area. (Style Line series patio doors not available at all locations.)
Style Line™ Series Vinyl Windows
A Lifetime of Satisfaction and Peace of Mind

At Milgard, we build our windows and doors to last. With the dedication to quality that we put into building the best windows in the business, it wouldn’t make sense to back them with anything but the best warranty in the business. That’s why we back every properly installed window and door for as long as the homeowner owns their home—including materials and labor and applies to owner-occupied multi-family dwellings as well. It’s why you can be sure you won’t find any windows better than Milgard. For complete warranty details, visit milgard.com.
Style Line™ Series – Value and Versatility

Style Line Series by Milgard offers a narrower-profile vinyl window that combines sleek, modern lines with maximum glass area. These windows are one of the most popular products for homeowners looking to upgrade existing windows because of their low maintenance, ease of installation and energy efficiency. Style Line Series is also a favorite of builders and architects of multi-family projects because of its value and design flexibility. Whether you are replacing one window in your home or installing hundreds in a new project, Style Line stands alone as the best valued window with the most premium features.

Why Milgard?

Milgard is one of the largest and most trusted names in windows and doors. For the last 50 years, we've demonstrated our commitment to innovation, quality and service.

While our coverage is extensive, our service is local. Milgard has multiple locations throughout the west and south. Our belief is that by being close to our customers, we can provide them better service. This means faster lead and delivery time, as well as faster response to any warranty situations. We’re there for you long after the job has been completed. Milgard also has a comprehensive network of qualified dealers and offers some of the best training in the industry.

AWARDS GIVE YOU ADDED ASSURANCES.

We’ve been named “Best Quality in the Nation” seven times by Builder magazine. We’ve been named the nation’s “Most Used Vinyl Window” four times by Builder magazine. Both Professional Remodeler and Professional Builder magazines have named us “Most Preferred Vinyl Window” three times.

Great Value with Premium Features

- Slimmer frame profile for a contemporary look and maximum view.
- Full Lifetime Warranty to the homeowner that includes parts and labor. For complete warranty details visit milgard.com.
- Milgard® SunCoat® Low-E insulating glass is standard, providing more consistent temperatures and energy savings year round.
- Complementary patio doors to match slimmer frame profile.
- 6 window styles and optional grids provide endless design and architectural possibilities.
- Milgard Positive Action Locking system (PAL) for added security and peace of mind.
- Design flexibility with seven premium and two standard exterior colors.
- Corners are precision mitered and fusion-welded for lasting air and water resistance.
Style Line™ is now available in 6 styles.

Choose the style or configuration that best suits your home style and architectural needs.

Windows below shown with optional grids. Check with your local Milgard Dealer for available grid styles.

**NEW!**
**AWNING**
Min 1°1″ – Max 4°3″
Structural Class C-40

**NEW!**
**CASEMENT**
Min 1°18″ – Max 3°6″
Structural Class LC-35

**HORIZONTAL SLIDER (HALF VENT)**
Min 2°1″ – Max 6°5″
Structural Class LC-25

**SINGLE-HUNG**
Min 1°26″ – Max 4°6″
Structural Class LC-30

Structural Class ratings may vary based on window size. For more information, visit milgard.com.
Sliding Patio Doors

Windows are only the beginning. With Milgard sliding patio doors, you can complete your entire home with the quality of Milgard. Our Style Line Series patio doors are made with the same attention to detail and commitment to quality found in every Milgard product. Your home will feel like new for a long time to come.

The Style Line patio door features a narrow frame that provides an excellent value and maximum glass area. (Style Line series patio doors not available at all locations.)
REPLACEMENT APPLICATIONS

The Style Line window also features a new contoured Z-bar frame profile. Homeowners can enjoy enhanced architectural details in a replacement vinyl window. It’s an elegant, cost-effective solution for replacement applications.

With our Z-bar frame, replacing older windows with new energy-efficient Milgard vinyl windows could not be easier. By using a portion of the existing window frame to secure your new window, our Z-bar frames install quickly, creating a brand new look without costly stucco repairs.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE THAT MAKES A NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE.

All Style Line windows and patio doors can meet ENERGY STAR® qualifications and come standard with our exclusive SunCoat® Low-E insulating glass. But if you choose to take energy performance a step further, we have two energy packages that offer superior levels of efficiency for your area and climate: 3D® and 3D MAX®.

For complete details of our window design and 3D energy packages, including our SunCoat family of glass and EdgeGard™ family of spacer technology, visit milgard.com or speak with your Milgard sales representative.

More Light.
**OBSCURE GLASS**

To add privacy where window coverings are impractical or undesirable, we recommend obscure glass. Our obscure glass can be tempered for safety and is available in eight styles, some of which are shown here.

- Matelux
- Glue Chip
- Narrow Reed
- Rain

**POSITIVE ACTION LOCK**

With its simple operation, the Milgard Positive Action Lock is window hardware you can count on to perform. Made to close and lock the window securely in one action, it eliminates any guessing. If the window is closed, it’s locked. Plus, it meets and exceeds the toughest residential forced entry codes in the nation, making your windows beautiful and safe.

**GRID OPTIONS**

Express your creativity and dramatically increase your home’s curb appeal with our virtually endless grid options. Select grid choices placed inside our insulated glass units for easiest window cleaning. Plus, our grids are perfectly color-matched to your window.

- Flat Grid
- Sculptured Grid

**PREMIUM EXTERIOR VINYL FINISHES**

Style Line gives you design flexibility with seven premium and two standard exterior colors.

- Standard Exterior Colors
  - With matching interior colors
  - White
  - Tan

- Premium Exterior Colors
  - White interior only
  - Bronze
  - Espresso
  - Chocolate
  - Taupe
  - Silver
  - Light Grey
  - Ivory

**More View.**
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Style Line™, SunCoat®, SunCoatMAX®, 3D® and 3D MAX® are trademarks of Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.

ENERGY STAR® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Milgard Windows is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® partner; all Style Line series products can meet ENERGY STAR® qualifications in all U.S. zones.

Milgard Style Line vinyl windows meet criteria for structural integrity and reliable performance established by the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Consult your Milgard representative for specific test information.
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Tuscany®, Montecito®, Style Line™, SunCoat®, SunCoatMAX®, 3D® and 3D MAX® are trademarks of Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.

ENERGY STAR® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Milgard Windows is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® partner; all Style Line series products can meet ENERGY STAR® qualifications in all U.S. zones.

Milgard Style Line vinyl windows meet criteria for structural integrity and reliable performance established by the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Consult your Milgard representative for specific test information.

milgard.com
1.800.MILGARD

Clearly, the best.